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1. INTRoDUCTIoN
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2.1. Physical Versus Virtual Certificates
For﻿over﻿a﻿century,﻿various﻿forms﻿of﻿certificates﻿have﻿been﻿attached﻿to﻿products﻿on﻿retail﻿shelves﻿
or﻿ in﻿ product﻿ advertisement.﻿Certificates﻿ can﻿be﻿ sponsored﻿by﻿public,﻿ private﻿ and﻿non-for-profit﻿


























most﻿consumers﻿ recognize﻿ the﻿Fairtrade﻿ label,﻿a﻿much﻿smaller﻿pool﻿of﻿consumers﻿could﻿actually﻿
describe﻿its﻿meaning﻿or﻿distinguish﻿among﻿different﻿Fair﻿Trade﻿certificates.
2.2. ontologies, the Semantic web and Virtual Certificates
In﻿this﻿work﻿we﻿propose﻿that﻿current﻿Semantic﻿Web﻿Technologies﻿constitute﻿valuable﻿tools﻿to﻿develop﻿
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As﻿semantic﻿web﻿ technologies﻿make﻿use﻿of﻿ specifications﻿established﻿ in﻿domain﻿ontologies,﻿









Nowadays,﻿ although﻿XML-based﻿ semantic﻿ technologies﻿ have﻿ been﻿widely﻿ used﻿ to﻿ create﻿
standards﻿for﻿data﻿sharing﻿and﻿exchange﻿in﻿various﻿domains﻿‒﻿e.g.,﻿eXtensible﻿Business﻿Reporting﻿
Language﻿ (XBRL),﻿ a﻿XML-based﻿ standard﻿ to﻿ present﻿ financial﻿ data﻿ and﻿ allows﻿ data﻿ exchange﻿
and﻿ integration﻿ (Henderson,﻿Sheetz,﻿ and﻿Trinklec,﻿ 2012),﻿ or﻿LandXML,﻿ a﻿XML-based﻿ standard﻿
to﻿ facilitate﻿ the﻿exchange﻿of﻿data﻿ related﻿ to﻿civil﻿engineering﻿processes﻿ (LandXML,﻿2017)﻿‒﻿ few﻿
ontology-based﻿semantic﻿ technologies﻿are﻿adopted.﻿ In﻿ the﻿domain﻿of﻿certification﻿and﻿ inspection﻿
processes,﻿no﻿ontology-based﻿semantic﻿technology﻿data﻿standards﻿have﻿been﻿found﻿in﻿literature,﻿let﻿













without﻿ asymmetric﻿ bias.﻿Consumers﻿will﻿ pay﻿ a﻿ premium﻿ in﻿ exchange﻿of﻿ the﻿ additional﻿ product﻿
information﻿attached﻿to﻿the﻿certificate.
Previous﻿research﻿has﻿also﻿shown﻿that﻿ trust﻿plays﻿a﻿key﻿role﻿in﻿all﻿FIPP﻿relationships﻿(Luna-
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existence﻿of﻿an﻿institutional﻿framework﻿that﻿regulates﻿the﻿relationship﻿between﻿trustee﻿and﻿trustor﻿
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHoDS
The﻿research﻿reported﻿herein﻿results﻿from﻿a﻿three-year﻿project﻿to﻿better﻿understand﻿the﻿barriers﻿and﻿
enablers﻿of﻿support﻿supply-chain﻿interoperability﻿in﻿an﻿effort﻿to﻿provide﻿trusted﻿information﻿about﻿







relationships﻿were﻿ then﻿used﻿ to﻿construct﻿classes,﻿ relations,﻿attributes,﻿and﻿ instances﻿of﻿proposed﻿











Figure 1. Certification and Inspection Data Infrastructure Building Block (CIDIBB)
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consists﻿ of﻿ two﻿major﻿ components:﻿ a)﻿ trustworthiness﻿ evaluation﻿ criteria﻿ and﻿ b)﻿ data﻿ openness﻿










Table 1. Research methods and empirical evidence
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4. KEy TECHNICAL CoMPoNENTS oF CIDIBB: oNToLoGy 
BASED DATA STANDARDS AND EVALUATIoN SySTEM
In﻿this﻿section,﻿we﻿briefly﻿describe﻿the﻿main﻿components﻿of﻿CIDIBB﻿as﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿three﻿ontologies,﻿
CertIN,﻿FLO,﻿and﻿CiTruST﻿(see﻿Figure﻿2).﻿These﻿three﻿ontologies﻿together﻿form﻿the﻿fundamental﻿
base﻿ of﻿ the﻿ proposed﻿CIDIBB,﻿ an﻿ abstract﻿ architecture﻿ for﻿ data﻿ storage,﻿ retrieval﻿ and﻿ automated﻿
reasoning﻿of﻿certification﻿and﻿inspection﻿data.﻿CertIN﻿Ontology﻿defines﻿the﻿high-level﻿abstraction﻿
of﻿concepts,﻿which﻿we﻿refer﻿to﻿as﻿the﻿upper﻿ontology.﻿FLO﻿Ontology﻿and﻿CiTruST﻿we﻿refer﻿to﻿as﻿




















Figure 2. The proposed ontologies and their relationships (adapted from Sayogo et al., 2016)
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process﻿ in﻿ certification,﻿ and﻿ evaluation﻿ decision.﻿Agent﻿ refers﻿ to﻿ entities,﻿ either﻿ individual﻿ or﻿
Figure 3. Connecting CertIN and FLO ontology (adapted from Sayogo et al., 2016)
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CiTruST﻿ ontology﻿ uses﻿ the﻿ classes﻿ and﻿ properties﻿ from﻿CertIN﻿ to﻿ define﻿ the﻿ quality﻿ of﻿ a﻿
certification﻿process.﻿We﻿started﻿with﻿the﻿basic﻿structure﻿of﻿a﻿certificate﻿to﻿find﻿indicators﻿for﻿the﻿
quality﻿of﻿certification.﻿Some﻿components﻿of﻿the﻿basic﻿structure﻿of﻿a﻿reliable﻿certification﻿process﻿












process.﻿Level﻿of﻿ trustworthiness﻿refers﻿ to﻿ the﻿degree﻿of﻿certification﻿trustworthiness﻿derived﻿


















applicability.﻿These﻿ restrictions﻿ represent﻿ the﻿ properties﻿ of﻿ the﻿ criterion.﻿Conformance﻿ to﻿ these﻿
properties﻿affects﻿the﻿evaluation﻿decision﻿for﻿certification﻿and﻿it﻿is﻿also﻿argued﻿that﻿conformance﻿to﻿
these﻿properties﻿defines﻿the﻿level﻿of﻿trustworthiness﻿of﻿the﻿certification﻿schemes.
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5. EMPIRICAL TESTING oF THE PRooF oF CoNCEPT
This﻿section﻿describes﻿the﻿empirical﻿evaluation﻿of﻿CIDIBB,﻿showing﻿ways﻿in﻿which﻿CiTruST﻿can﻿be﻿
used﻿to﻿automatically﻿classify﻿certification﻿systems﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿their﻿trustworthiness.
5.1. The Process of Examining CIDIBB
5.1.1. Generate a Fair Trade Sample Data Set
To﻿test﻿how﻿CIDIBB﻿could﻿work,﻿the﻿structure﻿of﻿Fair﻿Trade﻿certification﻿and﻿inspection﻿data﻿was﻿
mapped.﻿Data﻿tables﻿were﻿created﻿to﻿represent:﻿a)﻿a﻿certification﻿body﻿database﻿structure﻿that﻿supports﻿
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Figure 4. The process of examining CIDIBB usefulness in trustworthiness evaluation using 28 questions
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5.2. Summary of Results
The﻿testing﻿process﻿described﻿in﻿the﻿previous﻿section﻿was﻿applied﻿to﻿the﻿datasets﻿stored﻿using﻿the﻿
CIDIBB﻿architecture.﻿Answers﻿to﻿the﻿28﻿use﻿case﻿questions﻿for﻿each﻿of﻿the﻿four﻿datasets﻿produced﻿
a﻿unique﻿distribution﻿across﻿ the﻿ three﻿classified﻿ levels﻿(See﻿Figure﻿5).﻿Differences﻿ in﻿ the﻿ level﻿of﻿
difficulty﻿required﻿us﻿to﻿retrieve﻿the﻿answers﻿to﻿these﻿28﻿questions﻿can﻿be﻿used﻿to﻿assess﻿the﻿relative﻿




















5.3. Using CiTruST to Automatically Classify 
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and﻿ error-prone.﻿Fortunately,﻿ using﻿ the﻿ reasoning﻿ functions﻿ on﻿ontology-based﻿data,﻿ the﻿ task﻿ of﻿
assessing﻿trustworthiness﻿can﻿be﻿automated﻿using﻿the﻿CiTruST﻿ontology,﻿which﻿structures﻿the﻿task﻿












Figure 5. The result of empirical testing of the certification schemes into the CIDIBB benchmark for trustworthiness
Table 5. The automated trustworthiness ranking of three certification schemes using the CiTruST ontology and reasoning
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6.1. Scenario #1: A Consumer Advocate Uses CIDIBB to 












If <NoEmployementOfChildrenUnderAgeOf15 hasEvaluationDecision some 
‘Evaluation Decision’> and 
<NoEmployementOfChildrenUnderAgeOf15 hasCriteriaType value “Core 
Criteria”> and 
<NoEmployementOfChildrenUnderAgeOf15 hasTimeline value “Initial 
Audit”> and 
<NoEmployementOfChildrenUnderAgeOf15 hasApplicability value 
“Members of Organization”> and 
<NoEmployementOfChildrenUnderAgeOf15 hasIndicator value “There are 
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6.2. Scenario #2: A Certifying organization Uses 































degradation﻿ in﻿ the﻿ case﻿ of﻿ unsustainable﻿ production﻿ practices﻿ for﻿ agricultural﻿ products,﻿ loss﻿ of﻿
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2﻿﻿ The﻿ name﻿ “data﻿ infrastructure﻿ building﻿ block”﻿ derives﻿ from﻿ the﻿National﻿ Science﻿Foundation﻿Data﻿
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